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Beyond Mouse and Keyboard: Expanding Design
Considerations for Information Visualization Interactions
Bongshin Lee, Petra Isenberg, Nathalie Henry Riche, and Sheelagh Carpendale
Abstract—The importance of interaction to Information Visualization (InfoVis) and, in particular, of the interplay between
interactivity and cognition is widely recognized [12][15][32][55][70]. This interplay, combined with the demands from increasingly
large and complex datasets, is driving the increased significance of interaction in InfoVis. In parallel, there have been rapid
advances in many facets of interaction technologies. However, InfoVis interactions have yet to take full advantage of these new
possibilities in interaction technologies, as they largely still employ the traditional desktop, mouse, and keyboard setup of WIMP
(Windows, Icons, Menus, and a Pointer) interfaces. In this paper, we reflect more broadly about the role of more “natural”
interactions for InfoVis and provide opportunities for future research. We discuss and relate general HCI interaction models to
existing InfoVis interaction classifications by looking at interactions from a novel angle, taking into account the entire spectrum of
interactions. Our discussion of InfoVis-specific interaction design considerations helps us identify a series of underexplored
attributes of interaction that can lead to new, more “natural,” interaction techniques for InfoVis.
Index Terms—Design considerations, interaction, post-WIMP, NUI (Natural User Interface).

1

I N TR ODU C TION

The importance of interaction to Information Visualization (InfoVis)
and, in particular, of the interplay between interactivity and cognition
is widely recognized [12][15][32][55][70]. Interaction particularly
rises in significance in InfoVis as we engage with increasingly large
and complex datasets. Many tasks on visualized data can no longer
be completed using static images alone. As a consequence,
information workers request more and more interactive data analysis
instruments [18]. In addition, a general audience is beginning to
create visualizations using data of their own interest [49][72][80].
The creation of visualizations and the exploration of data have a
number of dedicated underlying interaction requirements causing
challenges that visualization research is just beginning to address.
In parallel, but independently of the proliferation of InfoVis,
interface and interaction technology have been advancing rapidly.
The wide adoption of touch-enabled phones and multi-touch slates
shows people’s increasing affection for mouse-less interfaces, often
referred to in the media as Natural User Interfaces (NUIs) [26][75].
Advances in input technology have, however, also included other
types of new display hardware such as screens of many different
sizes and shapes, transparent [77] or pliable [59] displays, and new
types of input devices such as tangible objects, pen-based tablets,
and large multi-touch surfaces. Coupled with this development a
discussion on new interface design paradigms has gained attention.
Discussions about post-WIMP interfaces were introduced as early as
the 1990’s [17][51] with the goal of making interfaces as invisible as
possible—to minimize the gap between a person’s intent and the
execution of the intent. Examples of these post-WIMP interface
paradigms include instrumental interaction [6], proxemics [28],
touch-based [79], and sketch-based interaction [53].
Despite the recognition of the importance of interaction to
InfoVis, comparatively little has been done to take advantage of the
advances made in the interaction design community. InfoVis systems
largely remain operational using the classic desktop, mouse, and
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keyboard setup. With this setup, principles of “point and click”
WIMP GUIs (graphical user interfaces based on windows, icons,
menus, and a pointer) and direct manipulation are the most common
underlying models to design InfoVis interfaces. We argue that postWIMP interfaces are still relatively underexplored in InfoVis and
could augment or complement WIMP for InfoVis for several reasons:
a) A well-known critique of WIMP interfaces is “drowning in
functionality” where options have to be found in multi-step
hierarchical menus or between multitudes of buttons, checkboxes,
and other widgets [17]. InfoVis often has complex sets of data-,
representation-, and presentation-centric options, and thus
“drowning in functionality” is a concern for the usability of
InfoVis systems.
b) InfoVis often deals with multi-dimensional data. The mapping of
multi-dimensional data tasks to 2D widgets may not be
particularly natural. An example where this becomes evident is
widgets for 3D navigation in information spaces [17].
c) InfoVis–even if designed for a concise overview–can quickly
achieve a high-level of visual complexity which may further
conflict with WIMP interfaces [17].
d) InfoVis is moving into new contexts (e.g., museums, meeting
rooms, public spaces, and hand-held devices) and targeting a
broader range of audiences with requirements of
“anytime/anywhere” data access. It is known that WIMP
interfaces are not the most appropriate interface for many display
or analysis environments [75].
Given these possibilities of post-WIMP interfaces for InfoVis, an
in-depth discourse and further research about alternative
visualization interactions is needed. One example in this direction is
a recent discussion by Elmqvist et al., which begins to advocate more
careful interaction design and attempts to characterize successful
fluid interaction in InfoVis [21]. Similarly, our goal in this paper is
to reflect more broadly about the role of more “natural” interaction
for InfoVis and to provide opportunities for future research.
We organize this paper as follows. We first summarize existing
interaction models proposed by the HCI community, review how the
InfoVis community classifies InfoVis-specific interactions, and
describe the advances both in hardware and software technologies
supporting post-WIMP interfaces. This process led us to consider
missing perspectives and reflect on the role of interactions in InfoVis.
From this, we derived design considerations in which we look at
interactions from a novel angle, taking into account the entire
spectrum of interactions that can be of value to consider in InfoVis.
Finally, we discuss opportunities and challenges that guide us to
future research directions.

2

HCI I N TE R AC TION M ODE LS
C LASSIFIC ATION S

V S . I N FO V IS I N TE R AC TI O N

Researchers in both the HCI and InfoVis communities have been
developing a fairly large number of interaction techniques. Yet,
compared to representation techniques, significantly less attention
has been paid to leveraging possibilities of novel interaction
modalities and models in InfoVis. In order to better understand the
gap of research on novel interactions in InfoVis, it is important to
note the difference on how the two research communities reacted to
building a better understanding of interaction.
In order to facilitate this discussion we propose a working
definition of interaction since interaction is one of those elusive
terms that is extremely hard to define. Our definition is based on
temporality where an interaction has a start and an end (Figure 1).
The start is usually framed as an intention on the part of a person;
however, some interactions such as some proxemics do not require
this. The second step is usually an action performed by the person.
This can range from thought or speech to any kind of movement, and
can involve objects. The third step, which often overlaps extensively
with the second step, involves system response in terms of
functionality or reaction. The last step, which again may or may not
be present, involves feedback.
Throughout the paper, we also use the definition of an interaction
model by Beaudouin-Lafon [6], i.e., an interaction model is a set of
principles, rules, and properties that guide the design of an interface.
Such a model describes how to combine interaction techniques in a
meaningful and consistent way and defines the “look and feel” of the
interaction from a person’s perspective.
2.1
HCI Interaction Models
Considering the temporal spectrum of an interaction as in Figure 1,
HCI interaction models tend to focus on the perspective of an
interacting person. That is, the models describe and group the things
that a person can do rather than the result of the action (i.e., system
response or reaction).
2.1.1
Windows, Icons, Menus, and a Pointer (WIMP)
WIMP interfaces are descendants of the Xerox Star interaction
model [63] initially started with simple principles:
 Spatial divisions are simple and either use tiling or
overlapping rectangles (i.e., Windows),
 Items not in current use can be represented by small icons,
 Command controls can be replaced by menus, and
 Pointer interaction allows movement between spatially
separated interface items.
WIMP interfaces have been very successful commercially and
have reached a broad range of audiences for a wide range of
applications by providing simple, easy-to-learn, and easy-to-use
“point-and-click” interaction. They are also well supported by
current GUI builders and interface toolkits, so their development can
be completed relatively effortlessly according to specified standards.
2.1.2
Direct Manipulation
In the early eighties, Shneiderman investigated why certain
interactive systems received glowing enthusiasm from people. To
describe the features that promoted people’s satisfactory reactions,
he developed a model called direct manipulation that can be
characterized by four principles [60].
 Continuous representation of objects of interest (object of
interest should always be present),
 Physical actions (e.g., movement and selection with an input
device that promotes physical movement such as mouse, touch
screen, etc.) instead of complex syntax,
 Rapid, incremental, and reversible operations with an
immediately-apparent effect on the objects of interest, and
 Incremental approach to learning that permits usage with
minimal knowledge and an expansion to more complex
interactions.

Figure 1: Temporal spectrum of an interaction.

Direct manipulation is not tethered to WIMP interfaces and
therefore it has been applied to other types of interfaces including
post-WIMP [17]. However, due to the dominant use of mouse and
keyboard for the traditional desktop environment, direct
manipulation has often been tightly coupled with WIMP interfaces.
They together have dominated the interface design world and remain
the most predominant interaction paradigms. For example, dynamic
queries are one of the most commonly used direct manipulation
interaction techniques for interactive visualization systems because
they enable people to explore relational data without using complex
languages such as SQL queries [76]. With dynamic queries, people
can formulate queries by manipulating widgets such as check boxes
and double range sliders, and immediately see the query results.
We agree that direct manipulation systems not only offer a more
satisfying experience but also enable people to concentrate on their
tasks [60]. However, several issues also exist. First, as Frohlich
argues, direct manipulation is not abstract enough to fully express
people’s intentions [23][24]. Second, it does not scale for more
complex applications because we cannot just add more and more
directly manipulable widgets such as sliders and buttons [62]. Third,
while it is more direct than the previous command-line interfaces, it
is often not really a direct manipulation in that in many cases people
manipulate interface elements such as menus and widgets rather than
the objects of interest.
2.1.3
Post-WIMP
A few researchers have promoted the development of a next
generation of interfaces called post-WIMP interfaces [6][7][17][51].
In 1993, Nielsen first suggested these to be non-command interfaces,
which may go beyond the standard WIMP paradigm to involve
elements like virtual realities, sound and speech, pen and gesture
recognition, highly portable computers, etc. [51]. A few years later,
van Dam defined post-WIMP as interfaces “containing at least one
interaction technique not dependent on classical 2D widgets such as
menus and icons” [17]. Not surprisingly, over the last two decades, a
significant amount of research has been conducted to develop new
interfaces that diverge from WIMP and/or direct manipulation.
2.1.4
Post Direct Manipulation
While there has not been a model referred to as post direct
manipulation, there has been a series of efforts to expand and refine
the idea of direct manipulation, attempting to overcome the issues
discussed above. Here, we group these extensions and variations of
direct manipulation as post direct manipulation interfaces. To
encompass the wide range of emerging graphical interaction
techniques, Beaudouin-Lafon introduced a new interaction model,
called instrumental interaction [6], which extends and generalizes the
principles of direct manipulation [60]. It is inspired by the way we
use instruments to manipulate objects of interest in the physical
world. Objects of interest called domain objects are manipulated
with computer artifacts called interaction instruments. To help
people evaluate and compare alternative designs, he also introduced
three properties to evaluate these instruments [6]:
 Degree of indirection: a two-dimensional measure of the
spatial and temporal distance introduced by instruments,
 Degree of integration: the ratio between the degrees of
freedom of the instrument and the input device, and
 Degree of compatibility: a measure of similarity between
actions on the instrument and the feedback on the object.
Klokmose and Beaudouin-Lafon further expanded the model and
introduced ubiquitous instrumental interaction along with the VIGO
(Views, Instruments, Governors, and Objects) architecture that

allows multiple people to interact with multiple devices through
diverse interfaces spanning multiple surfaces [44].
Jacob et al. proposed a framework, called Reality-based
Interaction, which tried to unify emerging post-WIMP interaction
techniques [42]. Their underlying motivation is that the new
interaction techniques draw strength by building on people’s
knowledge of the everyday, non-digital world to a much greater
extent than before. Their framework focuses specifically on the
following four themes from the real world:
 Naïve Physics: people have common sense knowledge about
the physical world,
 Body Awareness & Skills: people have an awareness of their
own physical bodies and possess skills for controlling and
coordinating their bodies,
 Environment Awareness & Skills: people have a sense of their
surroundings and possess skills for negotiating, manipulating,
and navigating within their environment, and
 Social Awareness & Skills: people are generally aware of
others in their environment and have skills for interacting with
them.
Kwon et al. also believed that a coherent underlying principle has
been missing although several variations (or improvements) of direct
manipulation have been developed over the years [47]. They
proposed a unifying model, called surrogate interaction, to address
three problems—access, multiple objects, and intangible
properties—in direct manipulation. The surrogate is an archetype of
the domain objects, which will be immediately affected by any
changes done to the surrogate. Since interaction is done through
surrogate objects, this introduces a small degree of indirection
between people and domain objects [47]. However, it achieves
higher degree of compatibility by integrating many more interface
components for controlling the attributes of the domain object in the
visual representation of the surrogate. In other words, surrogate
interaction tries to strike a balance between indirection and
compatibility in the interface.
2.2
Interaction Classifications for InfoVis
Discussions and research on interaction for InfoVis have focused on
interaction frameworks and taxonomies. Due to the difficulty in
concretely defining interaction, they were often done in the context
of data types and tasks [32][45] or the InfoVis pipeline [12][15][64].
Note how this differs in focus from the models presented in the HCI
literature; the HCI models consider the person in the interaction loop
while the InfoVis taxonomies consider the system reaction or the
resulting functionality part of the interaction timeline (steps 3 and 4
in our definition of interaction). With this focus, InfoVis taxonomies
largely discuss interaction from the viewpoint of interaction tasks to
be performed with and on the data, or from interaction techniques
that can be performed on the data or its visual representation.
2.2.1
InfoVis Interaction Taxonomies
Several researchers have published taxonomies of interaction
techniques for data exploration. They are often mixed and discussed
interchangeably with those related to an analyst’s tasks with a
visualization. For example, Shneiderman’s mantra [61]: “overview
first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand” has been discussed
both as abstract low-level interaction techniques (as in [81]) and as
more general information analysis tasks (as in [61]). An extensive
overview of interaction taxonomies from an InfoVis perspective has
been compiled by Yi et al. (see Table 1 in [81]) and we refer the
interested reader to this overview. Yi et al. also proposed their own
categories of interaction techniques based on a person’s data
interaction
intent—select,
explore,
reconfigure,
encode,
abstract/elaborate, filter, and connect. In addition, they give a few
example interaction techniques in each category that have been
implemented in different InfoVis systems. Note that, while Yi et al.
start by thinking about the very beginning of our interaction
timeline–that of personal intent–they frame that intent by what one
would like to do to the data in the visualization. Here the intent is to

have the system respond. The actions that might be needed to affect
this response are not explicitly specified–supporting a wide range of
interaction variations.
Heer and Shneiderman [32] recently proposed a taxonomy of 12
task types grouped into three higher-level categories—data & view
specifications, view manipulation, and process & providence.
Similar to Yi et al. [81], they discuss interaction techniques that can
be used to support these tasks (e.g., using a lasso for a selection task).
Isenberg et al. [41] reported a number of analytic problem solving
processes around visualization from an exploratory study of
individuals and small groups. These differ from the ones mentioned
above as they take both interactions with the visualization artefacts
and with group members into account. Processes that directly
involve interaction with a visualization included browse, parse,
select, and operate. Those which occurred around an artifact (without
necessarily direct physical contact) included discuss collaboration
style, establish task strategy, clarify, and validate. This collection of
processes mixes both more data-centric and people-centric
interaction around data and its visualization and, thus, differs from
previous taxonomies. However, many of the found processes relate
to those found in the sensemaking cycle by Card et al. [12].
2.2.2
Interaction and the InfoVis Pipeline
In contrast to the taxonomies discussed above, a number of
researchers have discussed the place of interaction throughout the
process (or pipeline) of mapping data to visual form. This type of
interaction is distinct from the one above as it focuses on the
perspective of authoring (interactions for creating a view) while
many task and technique taxonomies mentioned above focus on—
although not exclusively—an analyst’s interactions when
interpreting a display [13].
Card et al. [12], for example, indicate in their “reference model
for visualization” (Figure 2) that interaction can be applied at four
distinct stages in the process. They give examples of operations that
can be applied at these four stages without going into detail on
specifically implemented interaction techniques. Chi and Riedl [15],
in contrast, developed an operator interaction framework in which
they strove to integrate all possible visualization operations with the
visualization pipeline. They classify the operators of the framework
according to their state within the Card et al. pipeline (Figure 2). For
example, data stage operators include those for value-filtering or
subsetting. Furthermore, the authors discuss the relationship of
operators to direct manipulation: the closer an operator is to the view
in the pipeline, the higher the possible amount of direct manipulation.
Subsequently a variation in this pipeline was introduced by both
Carpendale [13] and Spence [64], which adds on another type of
operation before the view transformation step: presentation
transformation. These transformations allow the viewer to change the
presentation of a given representation without changing the
underlying information content.
2.3
Advances in Natural User Interface (NUI)
No matter how simple, easy-to-learn, and easy-to-use, an interface
still sits between people’s intent and execution of their intent. For
example, while instrumental interaction [6] extends and generalizes
principles of direct manipulation to cover a broad range of graphical
interaction techniques, there still exist interaction instruments
between people and target objects. In other words, an interface still

Figure 2: Card et al. pipeline [12] or their “reference model for
visualization.”

imposes a layer of cognitive processing for people. Researchers have
been trying to minimize the mechanics of manipulation and the
cognitive distance between intent and the execution of the intent so
that people can focus on the task not the interface for specifying the
task. As a result, HCI researchers have been developing a wide range
of post-WIMP interfaces. One of the earliest of these existed even
before the WIMP interfaces era—the Sketchpad system made it
possible for people to communicate with a computer through the
medium of line drawings [68].
Ever since, especially over the last decade, we have observed
advances both in hardware and software technologies supporting the
non-mouse-based interactions that are part of post-WIMP interfaces.
Furthermore, we are now facing a new paradigm called Natural User
Interfaces (NUIs), which is generally used to describe those
interfaces that promise to reduce the barriers to computing further
[75]. There are a variety of new more “natural”1 (as defined through
people’s experience of interacting in the physical world) approaches
to interaction including pen, touch, gesture, speech, and sketch.
When first introduced, iPhone (and now iPad) interaction enabled an
entirely new experience based on a multi-touch display and
innovative software that let people control everything with their
fingers. Other multi-touch devices such as multi-touch monitors and
slates have become readily available.
Hinckley et al. also demonstrated that the combination of pen and
touch provide not only powerful new tools but also more “natural”
interaction [35]. They argue that one device cannot suit all needs and
that some are inherently more natural than others for certain tasks
(e.g., using a pen rather than a finger for writing). From the hardware
side this notion is also now being increasingly supported. Perceptive
Pixel, for example, recently released 27"/55"/82" capacitive displays
that support both pen and touch with a capability of detecting an
unlimited number of simultaneous touches [54].
Pen technology (e.g., Anoto [2]) enables researchers to explore
ways to bridge the gap between paper and the digital world. For
example, the NiCEBook combines the flexibility and simplicity of
note-taking on paper with the benefits of a digital representation (i.e.,
structuring and reusing notes) [10]. The NiCE Discussion Room
enables people to create, access, and share information and media
from diverse sources to facilitate group discussions by integrating
digital and paper tools into a cohesive pen-based system [30].
The release of the Kinect for Windows SDK [50] in June 2011
has garnered much attention not only from researchers but also from
enthusiasts [26]. For example, Connolly (an independent software
developer) implemented and demonstrated the image manipulations
featured in Steven Spielberg’s 2002 futuristic film, Minority Report.
His system supports moving different images on a small bank of
screens up and down, in and out, and sorted through threedimensional image arrays, using gestures alone. An increasing
number of projects similarly use the Kinect technology in a wide
range of domains including games, education, music, etc. with the
hope to make interaction with digital artifacts natural by leveraging
our familiarity with interaction in physical space.
Due to the advancement in speech recognition technology
utilizing various personalization techniques (e.g., [8][25]), a growing
number of applications now offer multi-modal interfaces leveraging
speech. They attempt to take advantage of humans’ ability to
effortlessly communicate through voice. For example, Apple’s Siri
[3] which uses Nuance Dragon [52] allows people to ask it to do
things just by talking naturally with Siri, and the virtual avatar even
responds using quasi-natural language.
However, these new types of “natural” interaction seem to have
bypassed the field of InfoVis, in spite of the continually increasing
demand for visual access to data.
The word “natural” is often used in the literature to assign a specific quality
to novel interaction modalities (natural user interface-NUI). We acknowledge
that its use is problematic as a distinguishing factor to traditional interfaces.
Here we use the word to describe a general interaction experience evoked on
the person including instant feeling of success and ease of use.
1

3

I N TE R AC TI O N D E SI G N C ON SI DER ATI O NS

Our goal is to encourage special attention to the role and design of
interaction in InfoVis. We propose to look at interaction from a
novel and broader angle, taking into account the entire spectrum of
interaction (Figure 1). We define design considerations (i.e., a set of
dimensions) that not only encompass existing interaction techniques
but also capture the capabilities of newly available interface and
interaction technologies (i.e., what is commonly referred to as NUI
or post-WIMP). These dimensions cover important aspects of both
existing and newly available interaction techniques even though they
are not exhaustive.
We noted above that the HCI community has created interaction
models based upon the actions a person takes, while the InfoVis
community has taken a more data and task-centric approach,
considering the effect of a person’s actions on the data and its
representation and presentation. In our interaction design
considerations we take a human-centric approach instead and do not
specify data or tasks. We start by considering three principle
dimensions—the individual, the technology, and the sociality—and
then devote a discussion to the interplay between these. Each of
these principle dimensions has sub-dimensions (Table 1). Important
factors from the perspective of the individual are degree of intent,
interaction distance, freedom of expression, and impact of system
feedback. Under the technology, we have three sub-dimensions:
input type, input resolution, and output type. The third set is about
social aspects of interaction and includes collaboration group size,
collaboration context, collaborative distance and latency, and
collaboration interaction feedback. The fourth is a dimension that
cuts across the first, second, and third sets, and represents the
interplay between people and technology. Here, we discuss
embodiment and instrumental interactions.
In this section, we present a definition of each dimension along
with a brief discussion about its relevance to InfoVis.
3.1
About the Individual
The dimensions in this set are concerned with how a person can
interact with InfoVis systems without focusing on the interactionenabling technologies.
3.1.1
Degree of Intent
In the past it has always been assumed that a person initiated an
interaction with a particular intent—now that is not always the case.
For example, with proxemic interaction [28], systems react
proactively when people are getting close to the system (possibly
engaging the person to interact even if it he/she did not intend to do
so). Also, tangible devices can react to certain types of input—such
as physical rotations—and trigger interactions that may not have
been intended by the person who picked up the device.
So far, InfoVis systems almost exclusively focused on explicitintent driven interaction. Yet, with the emergence of more casual
interaction such as interaction with ambient displays, interaction
initiated without intent could be an effective means to get people to
notice and become engaged with data displays.
3.1.2
Interaction Distance
This dimension captures the physical distance between the source of
interaction and the target objects. Interactions may be triggered by
direct contact, from across the room, from another room, or at one
extreme, from another country. Body gestures and speech can invoke
such remote commands, and afford interaction at a high degree of
physical distance. Playing with such interactions opens up interesting
directions for InfoVis, allowing data visualization sent to a remote
public display through a smartphone to share, for example.
Visualizations of real-time twitter streams are an example where the
interaction distance is large but can be of considerable local interest.
On a much more local level, digital objects can be interacted with
through a glass pane on most touch devices and offer a more direct
interaction. An even more direct method of interacting with

Table 1: Design considerations: four principle dimensions and their sub-dimensions along with examples.
Principle Dimensions
Sub-dimensions
Examples
Degree of Intent
explicit vs. implicit (e.g., proxemics [28])
Interaction Distance
physical contact, remote (e.g., across the room, another country)
About the Individual
Freedom of Expression
high (e.g., freeform sketch) ~ low (e.g., menus, buttons)
Impact of System Feedback
high bandwidth (e.g., visual) ~ low bandwidth (e.g., sound)
Input Type
pen, touch, speech, (body) gesture
Input Resolution
high (e.g., mouse) ~ low (freeform in-air gesture)
About the Technology
mobile devices, surfaces and tabletops, wall-size displays, speakers (or
Output Type
headsets), haptic devices
Collaboration Group Size
two, three, or more
Collaboration Context (Style)
one-to-many, many-to-many
Social: Interactions between
People
Collaborative Distance and Latency
co-located vs. remote
Collaboration Interaction Feedback
workspace awareness, situation awareness, common ground
finger proxies [78], sticky tools [31], touch projector [9]
The Interspace between a Person Embodiment
and the Technology
Instruments
pen, glove, sensor

visualizations is offered by tangible InfoVis. Here, touch requires
people to physically be in contact with the target objects. Currently
InfoVis systems commonly focus on an interaction distance defined
by mouse, keyboard, or screen setups. However, as discussed above,
the space of possibilities for interacting with different data modalities
from varying distances is large. Expanding the distance of an
interaction could potentially impact how well the data is understood
but also how visible the data can be made to groups of people. Thus,
considering interaction distance can impact more than just the data
interaction experience itself and also make a visualization more
accessible to people.
3.1.3
Freedom of Expression
Freedom of expression as a concept refers to people’s ability to
effortlessly express their intent through varying means, and one of
the characteristics of what is often discussed as post-WIMP or NUI
is the increased freedom of expression they bring to people. In
contrast, WIMP interfaces offer people a very limited freedom to
express different types of interactions within the system, many of
which have been chosen by the interface designer and developer.
Freedom of expression can be particularly important for InfoVis to
consider as core components of InfoVis systems (such as search,
selection, and filtering) can be often difficult to describe using
commands alone. High freedom of expression can potentially
support types of analyses that an interface designer has not directly
provided for in a system.
3.1.4
Impact of System Feedback
Impact of system feedback relates to human perception bandwidth in
processing the system feedback (i.e., output). For example, people
can process much more visual output from high resolution screens
(in parallel) than haptic or sound (serial). For this reason, InfoVis
largely focused on providing visual feedback by having systems
render data on a screen. However, the combination with other types
of feedback is worth considering. A small community of researchers
is actively pursuing research on how data can be provided through
haptics [46] or sound [82]. This can be beneficial for people who
cannot rely on visual output or for augmenting visual output to
provide one or more additional dimensions for displaying data.
Similarly, the exploration of how one can in return interact through
haptics or sound with data is worth considering. As such, while
“visualization” is often synonymous with visual rendering,
interaction between a person and data through other means may be
viable additions or alternatives.
3.2
About the Technology
The dimensions in this set consider the technology that enables
interactions. The components of these dimensions are constantly in
flux due to the frequent introduction of new technology.

3.2.1
Input Type
The input type dimension covers a wide range of input types (or
modalities) available. These include pen, touch, speech, (body)
gesture, tangible, etc. Of these novel input devices, InfoVis systems
have taken only little advantage. Most common are probably systems
that utilize touch interactions [20][22][58][71]. Only a few systems
utilize speech (mostly natural language) [16][67] and we are starting
to see a few efforts utilizing pen [11][14]. Understanding the benefits
of different technologies is not only important as a means of system
input; novel technology can also be used and reappropriated to aid in
the evaluation of InfoVis systems. For example, brain-computer
interfaces have been recently used in this context [1].
3.2.2
Input Resolution
Input resolution concerns how reliably interactions can be
recognized, i.e., the degree of accuracy a person can achieve in terms
of the precision of his/her interactions. Each input type has different
affordances that impact its resolution. For example, mouse
interaction is highly reliable and supports high-precision. A pen can
provide precise interactions and be comparable to the mouse in this
regard. In contrast, freeform gestures are in general difficult to
recognize reliably due to the lack of uniformity in their invocation.
For example, everyone may move his/her body in a somewhat
different way to specify a same in-air gesture. Touch reliability is
currently somewhere in between that of a mouse and that of a free
form gesture (but close to a mouse).
InfoVis systems so far have been mainly designed for mouse
interaction, which provides a very high precision along with hover
capability. Yet, current touch systems are becoming more reliable
and finger touches are increasingly consistently recognized.
However, issues around the ‘fat-finger’ problem still remain in the
selection of smaller objects, which are common in data
representations. As small screen multi-touch displays such as
smartphones and slate devices become more and more popular, it is
important for InfoVis to consider interactions that can be reliably
recognized through low precision input.
3.2.3
Output Type
The output type dimension attempts to cover different types of
output devices where we consume the output from InfoVis systems.
This includes small and large screens (e.g., mobile devices and wallsize displays), surfaces and tabletops, speakers (or headsets), haptic
devices, etc. Given InfoVis’ focus on visual output, other than
regular monitor screens, the community has mostly investigated the
use of large screens or tabletops to represent data. Different screens
offer different types of opportunities (e.g., people carry smartphones
everywhere nowadays) and their consideration can be particularly
valuable to pursue in InfoVis as the requirements for
anytime/anywhere data access increase.

3.3
Social: Interactions between People
The dimensions in this set are concerned with how a group of people
collaboratively interact not only with InfoVis systems but also with
each other within the group.
3.3.1
Collaboration Group Size
Assuming a possibility for all people to synchronously interact,
several challenges arise in regards to group size. One is the problem
of awareness discussed later in Section 3.3.4. Another is more
technical in nature. When concurrent interaction is possible, data
structures and visual representations need to be designed such that
they can be modified and accessed at the same time. Algorithms for
data processing and rendering need to be adapted so that they still
allow for real-time interaction even as group size grows and more
interaction operations are received concurrently. This may require
the development of dedicated visualization libraries as done for the
Lark system [71]. Finally, research on cognition has shown that
groups need to employ various coordination mechanisms when
transmitting information and that information representations change
as they are passed from one group member to the next [38]. In this
vein Liu et al. argue that the “standard one-person-one-computer
InfoVis model is over-simplified,” that the larger cognitive system
needs to be considered, and that interaction and coordination are
important research topics for social visualization [48].
3.3.2
Collaboration Context (Style)
Collaborative work comes in many different contexts. For example,
the situation can be one-to-many or many-to-many. Even a one-tomany situation can vary between scenarios where one person is
communicating with several people to where one person is keeping
track of several people who are working in parallel.
The context dimension attempts to capture the social context of
interaction. For example—while mobile or slate devices are likely to
be used by an individual—tabletops, surfaces, or large wall displays
could be used for multiple people. In fact, previous research shows
that the types of gestures people use on interactive surfaces depend
on social context [36]. Factors such as the need to reach different
parts of a screen or the possibility of accidentally making physical
contact with others affects how an interface should be designed and
which interaction mechanisms are most appropriate for a given
context. In addition, the feedback and feedthrough of interactions is
impacted by context. For example, speech interaction may not be
desirable in a public space or in a work setting where it could create
privacy concerns or be disturbing for others.
3.3.3
Collaborative Distance and Latency
There has been considerable discussion about the different
challenges of co-located and distributed collaboration [56].
Furthermore, both of these also vary with whether they are
synchronous or asynchronous. Interaction challenges exist for each
time and space dimension: they have to be synchronized and
integrated in various ways and also be potentially enhanced with
awareness and common ground features as briefly discussed next.
Visualization toolkits currently do not offer much support for
designing interactions across these different collaborative settings.
3.3.4
Collaboration Interaction Feedback
This concept has been most frequently discussed as awareness [29].
Feedback in a collaborative setting must cover not only feedback
about the data and information-centric results but also about the ongoing actions of the collaborators. For example, with only two
people collaborating, it is relatively simple to keep track of whose
actions are having which effect. As the number of people in a group
goes to three and above this gets more challenging. This means that
it may no longer be enough to simply design for the possibility of
synchronous interaction but also that awareness tools will have to
augment the interaction [39]. For co-located settings this problem is
particularly acute for InfoVis systems. In contrast to other types of

scenarios, InfoVis tasks often require close scrutiny of large
information spaces and, thus, it becomes even more difficult to
remain aware of others’ actions in a space—even though there may
be a joint workspace between them. Previous research has also
shown that both different types of groups and different group
members can have vastly different approaches to data analysis [40].
Thus, providing high awareness is particularly important for
collaborative InfoVis interfaces. Within an InfoVis system, addition
of extra ‘collaboration-level’ visualizations needs to be considered
carefully in order to avoid interfering with the data visualization.
3.4

The Interspace between a Person and the
Technology
The dimensions in this set build a bridge between the first three sets
and discuss the space between them.
3.4.1
Embodiment
The embodiment dimension refers to the degree to which a person
feels that the technology is an extension (or part) of them. For
example, car racers know the size and shape of their car (i.e., they
know to the centimeter if they can make it through a gap), and thus
can take what seems like an incredible risk. Gamers have fully
mastered the use of console controllers and do not have to look at
them while playing. Embodied interaction as such makes use of a
number of human capabilities including motor memory, peripheral
vision, optical flow, focal attention, and spatial memory [19]. Ball
and North [4] argue that these capabilities are particularly applicable
when data is displayed on very large displays and advocate physical
navigation as a form of embodied interaction with data. Similarly,
other types of embodied interactions could be investigated that make
interaction with data particularly effective and “natural.”
3.4.2
Instruments
This dimension captures the use of instruments (or tools) such as a
pen or other physical objects. For example, some interactions require
gloves or sensors which may need to be attached to a body, whereas
touch interaction does not require additional objects. These types of
instruments often augment human capabilities by providing more
controls. For example, as mentioned before, use of a pen enables a
higher input resolution than touch (by fingers) input.
Tangible objects are often designed to look like corresponding
objects in the real world and have very specific affordances. These
convey the possible ways of interaction and help people learn how to
interact with an object. For example, a digital pen for interactive
whiteboards looks like a regular marker and people immediately
know how to write with it. However, tangible interactions are one of
the least explored areas in InfoVis. As InfoVis deals with abstract
data, which does not necessarily have a spatial representation that
corresponds to something in the physical world—it may be a
particular challenge to find intuitive and natural instruments to
interact with data.
4

O PP O R TU N I TI ES

AN D

C H ALL EN GES

In this section, we describe opportunities and a call for increasing
research attention on novel interaction modalities, drawn from the
reflection on the design considerations described above, and
grounded in examples of existing interaction techniques. It is
important to note that our intention is not to argue that post-WIMP is
better than WIMP, which has its own place. We instead focus on
how post-WIMP and more “natural” interaction paradigms could
augment (or complement) traditional WIMP interfaces for InfoVis.
4.1
Go Beyond Mouse and Keyboard
As previously mentioned, current InfoVis systems are still largely
focused on the use of mouse and keyboard for interacting with data.
They also often rely on numerous menus and complex control
panels. Exploring different input modalities may allow the use of
more degrees-of-freedom interaction and thus reduce the number of

necessary UI components. This can help analysts focus their
attention to their main task, visual exploration of the data rather than
the manipulation of an interface.
Gestural interaction, a characterizing component of post-WIMP
or NUI interfaces, is one example of an interaction technique that
researchers have explored for InfoVis benefits. Frisch et al. [22]
researched the suitability of pen and touch gestures and bimanual
interaction for editing node-link diagrams on tabletops. Their goal
was to work towards a gesture set that would make diagram
manipulation both “more efficient and effective.” Dwyer et al. [20]
demonstrated that multi-touch interactions to manipulate node
location could encourage people to “think with their hands.” Schmidt
et al. [58] broadened graph interaction possibilities by using multiple
contact points for better graph edge detangling and collaboration.
While there have been a handful of sketch-based interactions (e.g.,
[37][57][74]) relevant to InfoVis, just a few of them utilized
interaction modalities other than the mouse to draw lines. NapkinVis
uses pen gestures to support free-flowing, fast, and effortless
visualization construction [14]. SketchVis (Figure 3a) leverages
hand-drawn sketch input to quickly explore data in simple charts
without the use of menus or widgets [11].
Also, there have been only a few attempts to incorporate natural
language and speech-based interfaces in InfoVis systems even
though multi-modal interfaces are heavily researched in the HCI
community. Cox et al. use natural language as input to an InfoVis
system to support query formulation without menus or knowledge of
SQL syntax [16]. Articulate, another InfoVis system with a speech
component, allows people to verbally describe and manipulate what
they want to see [67]. Using speech for data analysis has two main
potential benefits. First, it allows people to interact with objects
without direct contact. Secondly, they can rely on a vocabulary that
already carries meaning and may not have to be learned. This
modality, thus, has a lot of promise for the InfoVis community.
Even though new input modalities, such as the few examples
described above, in general have great potential to lead to more
“natural” interaction for InfoVis, little is known on how people
would use and want to combine them to explore data or create
visualizations. Furthermore, we have very little understanding on the
most important benefits and issues of new input modalities. To
successfully leverage novel modalities and devices for InfoVis, we
need to gain a better understanding of their strengths and weaknesses.
Furthermore, combining multiple modalities may yield new helpful
interactions because different modalities can complement each other
[35]. Hence, one promising research avenue for InfoVis is to
investigate how to combine different modalities.
4.2
Provide High Freedom of Expression
Freedom of expression of interaction intent is an extremely important
component for more “natural” interaction and relates highly to
InfoVis systems. For example, formulating queries, one of the most
important, commonly used but difficult tasks in InfoVis, has been
highly relying on WIMP-based dynamic queries as discussed in
Section 2.1.2 [76]. By providing higher freedom of expression
through post-WIMP interfaces or NUIs, researchers may better
support analysts in forming hypotheses and expressing questions
raised during the data exploration. The systems utilizing natural
language from the previous section provide examples.
There are, however, also a few other exceptions beyond speech
input. QuerySketch [74] and QueryLines [57] provide high freedom
of expression by allowing people to perform queries of time-series
data by drawing a freeform graph as a target pattern that would be
very difficult to specify mathematically or using traditional widgets
and menus. Holz and Feiner’s relaxed selection techniques for timeseries, designed for pen or touch input, has similar advantages. A
query can be created with a single-gesture interaction [37]. A user
study showed clear benefits in terms of interaction speed as well as
precision and recall for their selection technique.

Facet-Streams (Figure 3b) offer high freedom of expression
through a combination of touch and tangibles by making the
filter/flow metaphor of Boolean queries physical [43]. People are not
exposed to complex formal notations but can still harness the
expressive power of facetted queries.
In summary, many alternative inputs offer multiple degree-offreedom interaction that can be leveraged to provide more freedom
of expression. For example, tangible devices can be manipulated
physically in 3D space offering multitudes of input dimensions and
giving people an alternative and often more expressive means of
defining their intent. Given that InfoVis often focuses on
multidimensional datasets considering the combination of inputs
with different degrees of freedom could be viable to support higher
freedom of expression. In general, the possibility of freeform
interaction to express intentions is one of the benefits of more natural
interactions because some intensions are difficult to specify using
mouse and keyboard. In addition, interaction techniques portraying a
real world metaphor could be easier to learn and use. For example, it
is easy to remember to draw a shape to specify a chart type (as
illustrated in SketchVis [11]) and to drag links with one or more
fingers to collapse them (as shown in [58]).
One thing to note is that there could be a tension between the
freedom of expression and the input resolution. Currently, many
novel forms of input still suffer from lower input reliability so that
the recognition of gestures, for example, may not always be 100%
accurate. Therefore, there are cases where providing more freedom,
e.g., with freeform gestures, leads to less accurate input. It would be
best if we could provide a high level of freedom while achieving a
high level of recognition reliability. We should strive for striking a
balance between these two dimensions.
4.3
Take Into Account Social Aspects
Interaction with data representations is impacted differently for
groups or teams working together than for individuals. The classic
desktop setup equipped with a mouse, keyboard, and screen is
designed for single person interaction. In a “natural” computing
environment, groups of people can collaboratively interact with the
system and with each other, and easily drop in and out of a
collaborative setting. Designing interaction for social data analysis
settings that are constantly in flux will require more research on how
to re-design interfaces and their interactions. For example, while
designed to be feature-rich, the hybrid graph/matrix visualization
NodeTrix [34] originally included minimal means for gestural and
postural pen interaction. When the interface was re-designed for
synchronous collaborative use (CoCoNutTrix [39], Figure 3c),
almost all WIMP features of NodeTrix had to be removed to support
for more fluid and natural interaction in groups. Interaction was
provided through multiple mice and all (remaining) analysis features
were made accessible such that the possibility of interference
between team members could be minimized. A study confirmed that
these design decisions, which moved away from the original WIMP
interface, were indeed beneficial for the collaborative setting.
Thus, to design InfoVis interactions for groups it is important to
take into account social aspects of how people interact around data
displays. Also, there is another interplay between InfoVis and group
work in general: as described in Section 3.3.4, as the group size gets
bigger, support for extra interaction challenges brought up by
collaboration including awareness and software infrastructure need
to be tackled [40]. While there has been a recent line of work to
design InfoVis systems supporting co-located collaborations
[33][38][71], there are also many other opportunities to support team
members with novel interaction devices. Much more remains to be
done to consider a broader range of social aspects, asynchronous
collaboration, as well as work and casual contexts, such as
visualization use in public spaces.

(a) SketchVis [11]

(c) CoCoNutTrix [39]

(b) Facet-Streams [43]

(d) Tangible Views [66]

(e) PaperLens [65]

Figure 3: Example InfoVis systems leveraging “natural” interactions. These figures are courtesy and copyright of: (a) Bongshin Lee; (b) HansChristian Jetter; (c) Anastasia Bezerianos; and (d)/(e) Martin Spindler.

4.4

Reduce the Gap between a Person and the
Technology
No matter how simple and easy-to-use an interface is, there is always
a gap (i.e., indirection) between a person and the technology. By
reducing this gap, InfoVis may reach a wider audience. Examples
include recent research to create visualizations for the general public,
supporting visual exploration and presentation of their data [5][73].
One way to reduce this gap is to use tangible objects. However,
tangible interactions specifically for InfoVis are still relatively rare.
Two noteworthy examples are tangible views (Figure 3d) [66] and
PaperLens (Figure 3e) [65], which provide means for physical lens
interaction with information spaces. The interactions are mediated
through a vocabulary of physical movement of cardboard lenses. The
interface dispenses almost completely with traditional menus and
widgets, and is thus able to dedicate all display space to the
visualization itself. Swindells et al. [69] evaluated mouse, slider, and
pen devices for their ability to provide eyes-free parameter
manipulation with a visualization component. The results showed
that physical sliders reduced fixation time on the interface elements
which seemed to free cognitive load for the main task.
One of the things new technologies offer is a way to augment
human capabilities and give a person more control through the
reduction of the gap between the technology and the person using it.
Reducing this gap can also help enhance personal experience by
going beyond physical reality (and its limitations). For example, a
person can feel that the technology is a part (or extension) of him/her
through embodiment and hence have better control. InfoVis systems
can provide a person with instruments, through which he/she can
gain the type of control needed. Also more physical interaction using
one’s whole body might actually help in the goal of enhancing
cognitive abilities. It would be very interesting to explore further
how novel means of input can enhance the data analysis experience
by utilizing tangible objects or leveraging people’s kinesthetic
memory of data.

4.5
Gain a Better Understanding of People’s Behaviors
The InfoVis community has been following a task-based interface
design approach—focusing more on the tasks rather than people who
would use the system. This approach has worked relatively well for
designing systems with WIMP interfaces, which have a fixed,
limited set of ways of interaction. However, with the possibility of
post-WIMP interfaces supporting more freeform interactions, there
are numerous additional possibilities of interaction and little is
known about how people would interact with a system equipped with
these new technologies. To address this issue, researchers have
started to observe people’s behaviors in certain situations. For
example, how people naturally interact around a tabletop display
with documents and search results during an investigative analysis
[40], how novices would construct information visualizations when
unhampered by the normal constraints of an interface [27], and how
people would use pen and touch gestures for editing node-link
diagrams [22]. It would be useful to make further efforts to expand
our understanding of how people behave when using new
technologies during data analysis and how they leverage potentially
increased freedom of expression to follow their interaction intents.
Better understanding of the behaviors and reactions of target
audiences before or during the design of InfoVis systems may enable
us to create better interaction experiences.
5

C O NC LUS I ON

Despite the continually increasing demand for visual access to data
and rapid advances in interaction technologies, InfoVis has not taken
full advantage of the possibilities of evolving interaction
technologies. If anything, this is particularly so for those that are
generally considered to be able to provide more natural means of
interaction. In this paper, we reflected upon the role of interaction in
InfoVis and discuss design considerations that we hope will trigger
future research. More specifically, we first discuss and relate general
HCI interaction models to InfoVis specific interaction classifications

based on the temporality of interactions, and discuss why the past
focus of the InfoVis community may have led new technologies to
be generally overlooked as new research opportunities. We looked at
interactions from a novel angle, taking into account the entire
spectrum of interactions. Based on this discussion to help identify
underexplored areas in InfoVis interaction, we offer interaction
design considerations that consider this interaction space from the
perspectives of: the individual; the technology; the social aspects;
and the interplay between a person and the technology. Finally, we
reflected on these design considerations and described five
opportunities and challenges for the InfoVis community:

Go beyond mouse and keyboard: Since InfoVis interfaces often
require a plethora of menus and controls, exploring different
input modalities may make it possible to limit the number of
these components, allowing analysts to focus their attention on
exploring the visualization rather than operating an interface.

Provide high freedom of expression: Current InfoVis research
focuses on creating effective visual representations. While this
is essential, a perhaps underexplored aspect is how to support
analysts in expressing their questions and hypothesis in a fluid,
highly configurable way. We might explore how to use higher
freedom of expression to better support analysts in specifying
hypotheses and expressing questions in an interface that would
otherwise be either impossible or very difficult given only
mouse and keyboard input.

Take into account social aspects: This factor has already made
some impact on InfoVis research as more attention is being paid
to creating visualization environments that support collaborative
information tasks. While it is known how important team work
is to complex information tasks, there are still multiple
opportunities for further research on how to best support team
members with novel interaction devices.

Reduce the gap between a person and the technology: This may
help us reach a wider audience and offer them more power to
explore data visually. This also aligns well with recent research
that is exploring creating visualizations for the general public.

Gain a better understanding of people’s behaviors: The InfoVis
community has been mainly discussing how to evaluate InfoVis
systems after they are developed. Understanding the behaviors
of target audience before or during the design of InfoVis
systems may help us create better interaction experience.
In summary, these new technologies bring with them a wealth of
new interaction opportunities and research directions. By leveraging
advances in new interface technologies and pursuing these research
questions they open up, InfoVis systems can potentially be more
effective, more engaging, and thus, more widely used.
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